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7 Great Ways to Be A Sales
Superstar
Become a Sales Superstar: Learn
how to get more & better
appointments, make more effective
presentations, overcome objections,
and Make That Sale.
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Most of us Home Business Owners, Small
business owners &Network Marketers wish
to become a “sales superstar”. Did you
know it takes just as much effort to
become a sales superstar as to stay a
mediocre one! Well this morning we
listened to Brian Tracy “Become a Sales
Superstar” and Below are 7 Specific
Lessons & Tips we wanted to share with
You!
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1. Responsibility
Accept 100% responsibility for your life and everything
that happens to you! You are the Leader; the CEO of your
own Sales Profession, if it’s to be, it’s up to you. Don’t
blame anyone else for anything that happens in your life.
Refuse to make excuses for anything that happens,
refuse to complain or criticize about anything! The more
responsibility you accept the more you’ll respect and like
yourself. The more you like yourself the better you feel,
this in turn leads to more sales. The more you sell the
better you feel! This is how a sales superstar behaves &
grows! You will be more Powerful, Irresistible, and
Attractive, eventually you will become unstoppable like a
force of nature. This is what every Top sales person does!

2. Get Serious
Make a Decision to Join the Top 10% in your Primary Company.
That decision will propel you to be the sales superstar you
need to become! Go all in, don’t invest anything, not even $10
if you are not ready fully committed to Say Yes To You & Go all
in, Jump in with both feet and Swim! No one ever took a bath
by just dipping their toes! And once started, never forget the
80/20 rule! 80% of your results will come from 20% of your
actions! 80% of your sales will come from 20% of your
customers… 20% of your optins will result in 80% of your sales!
This means Make sure to fill you funnel. Have more leads
come into your funnel than the time you have to follow up!
The primary reason for failure in Network marketing is people
don’t organise themselves on the 80/20 rule! Set yourself a
daily routine and focus on the 20% of the activities that will
create the 80% wealth or results you desire!
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3. Visualise yourself as one of the
top people in your field
See yourself performing at top peak in your work
and you will in time see a major difference! Repeat
over and over: I like myself, I am the best I love what
I do! 95% of your emotions are determined by the
way you talk to yourself most of the time. And guess
what 80% of your results come from what you
affirm consciously or subconsciously! If you tell
yourself You are going to sell more, You will compel
yourself to take actions that will ensure you do sell
more! Do these actions Consistently and you will
soon be a sales superstar!
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4. Identify your weakness:
characteristic or Skill
And make a plan to Become Totally excellent at it! In
other words self-development. Find the expert whether
books or people and Learn from them. You want to
become a sales superstar…right? Turn that weakness
into a strength and become an excellent teacher & sales
person along the way! Change you! This decision alone
could transform your career. One of the things that will
help strengthen you is to Get around positive
successful people, you can’t fly with the eagles if you
continue to hang out with the badgers and chickens!
Sales superstars literally hang out with other influential
people in & outside of the industry!
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5. Get yourself in an upward
spiral Daily!
That way you walk, talk and live like the most successful
people in your field & You will be. Be proactive rather
than re-active. Go out there and meet face to face with
your customers. Become action oriented. Develop a
bias for action NOW. Have a compulsion for closure –
practice makes perfect! All top sales people have these
characteristics! Every day create a feeling of speed,
momentum have a mini race! Yes it’s a marathon but
you need to start the day with “a Sprint” daily. I have
said this before & it works. Do this in the most
productive hours of your day. Everyone has different
metabolic rates, find that sweet spot! You are the Pilot
of your vehicle…arriving at your desired destination is
totally down to you!
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6. Preparation!
Of course every sales superstar gets prepared for the event!
Review every detail before every sales call! There are 3 parts to
this if you want to become a sales superstar! a) Pre-call
research on the person you are going to see, this will help you
address that person and hit the sweet spot! b)Pre-call
objectives…Who are you going to see and what are you gonna
ask them and what results do you hope to achieve in that sales
call or visit! Prepare a list of Qns you’re gonna ask them! People
love to be listened to! c)After the Call or visit- write down
everything you recall from the discussion, immediately, so
when you see/speak with the customer again you will be on the
ball, this is very impressive for most customers, as you come
across as professional, confident & postured!
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7. Listen to the Man Himself –
Free Audio
Well This one Tip is a surprise we’re letting you
listen to the Man Himself: You are gonna learn a
super-secret to becoming a Sales Superstar from
one of the Top Sales superstars of all time Brian
Tracy So visit our Blog details below, Grab a Pen &
paper, Listen & Enjoy!
For The Audio & Video Check Out Our
Blog @ http://juleskalpauli.com
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If You are struggling with sales in your Home Business, Its time to
put a stop to that, Click Here to get Your Blueprint to Sales Success
and Click to Connect with Us on Facebook,
Twitter & Instagram, G+
Subscribe to Our YouTube Channel & Blog and Never miss an Update
I am a Sales
Superstar! You
Need To Learn
My Tips 
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